Hemagglutinin (HA) is a transmembrane protein of the influenza A virus and a key component in its life cycle. The protein allows the virus to enter a host cell by recognizing specific glycans attached to transmembrane proteins of the host, which leads to viral endocytosis. In recent years, significant progress has been made in understanding the structural relationship between changes in the HA receptor-binding site (RBS) and the sialylated glycans that bind them. Several mutations were identified in the HA RBS that allows the virus to change host tropism. Their impact on binding the analogs of human and avian receptors was determined with X-ray crystallography. In this article, we provide a short overview of the HA protein structure and briefly discuss the adaptive mutations introduced to different HA subtypes.
Introduction
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V C The Author(s) 2017. Published by Oxford University Press. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/ licenses/by-nc/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oup.com protein (originally called NS2). Since 2001, however, eight new proteins in particular strains have been identified, including PB1-F2, PB1-N40, PA-X, NS3, PA-N155, PA-N182, M42 and most recently PB2-S1 [3] . The functions of these novel proteins in influenza virus replication as well as pathogenesis have not been fully established. Among the viral proteins PB2-S1, M2, M42, NS2 and NS3 were detected as products of alternative splicing of mRNA, PB1-F2, PB1-N40, PA-N155 and PA-N182 are expressed via an alternative translation initiation process and PA-X is expressed via a ribosomal frameshift [4] .
The influenza virus remains one of the key threats to public health. It is responsible for seasonal epidemics, which in United States alone result in 3000 up to 49 000 deaths a year, and according to some estimates nearly half a million worldwide [5] . Beside seasonal epidemics, the virus gives rise to pandemics, with serious implication for human health. Flu pandemics are believed to result from a situation where a strain that normally circulates within an avian population, for example domestic poultry, acquires the ability to efficiently infect humans via airborne transmission [6] . This is predominantly the consequence of shifting HA preference to human-type sialosides [7, 8] . Such a situation occurred only three times in 20th century. In 1918, the 'Spanish flu' pandemic claimed over 20 million casualties [9] and was caused by the H1N1 virus, where H1 indicates subtype number 1 of HA and similarly N1, subtype 1 of NA. Since that time, the H1N1 viruses have been responsible for recurrent seasonal epidemics, although the virus disappeared from the human population around 1957 and reappeared in 1977, causing the Russian flu epidemics. The 1957 'Asian flu' was caused by the H2N2 strain, which appeared to be the reassortant virus of a previously circulating H1N1 strain, with an avian virus that provided RNA segments encoding the HA, NA and PB1 proteins [10] . H2N2 itself underwent a reassortment with another avian virus, which provided fragments encoding the HA and PB1 proteins resulting in the formation of H3N2 responsible for the 'Hong Kong flu' in 1968 [10] . Since then, H2N2 has not been detected in humans, while H3N2 co-circulates with human H1N1, but further evolution of the H3N2 subtype in recent years has resulted in significantly decreased avidity [11] . Both pandemics ended in tens of thousands of deaths in the United States alone [12] . In 2009, a pandemic of 'swine flu' (H1N1) resulted in 18 449 deaths globally [13] . The H1N1 from 2009 is a result of several reassortment events between human seasonal H3N2 with avian-and swine-originating H1N1, which have been circulating in North America and Europe for decades [14, 15] .
Strains carrying the abovementioned subtypes of HA and NA are responsible for the majority of infections, as only the H1N1, H2N2 and H3N2 viruses gained the ability to transmit between humans. Although the IAV strains circulating among avian species are not capable of being transmitted between humans, zoonotic infections are possible as a consequence of direct contact with an infected animal. Such rare events often lead to patient death, despite antiviral treatment because humans generally lack immunity to avian viruses. Since 1997, the most prevalent infections have been because of H5N1 and H7N9 subtypes. For example just between the beginning of 2014 to the April of 2015, 191 zoonotic infections of H5N1 were recorded and since March 2013 662 cases of H7N9 infections. The mortality rates were 32 and 31%, respectively (http://www.who.int/influenza/human_animal_ interface/en). Other zoonotic infection include (H6N1) 1 case in 2013 of a Taiwanese women who eventually recovered [16] ; (H5N6) 3 cases in China were recorded in 2014 with 2 fatalities; (H7N7) 89 cases in The Netherlands with 1 death followed by 3 cases in Italy in 2013 [17, 18] ; (H9N2) was first recorded in South China in 1998 [19] with 7 new cases reported in both China and Egypt since 2013; and finally (H10N8) 3 cases reported until today.
Genetic drift and genetic shift are the major concerns in flu treatment. The former leads to substitution of the amino acids on the surface of the viral transmembrane proteins (HA, NA and M2) that are recognized by existing antibodies. The latter is a consequence of a process known as reassortment; a host cell can be infected by more than one strain of the virus simultaneously, on which genome segments from different strains may be exchanged as though in a mixing vessel [20] . Vaccination of the human population remains a key component in protecting against IAV [5, [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, identifying epitopes of IAV that will circulate among humans in the following years is an extremely complicated task. A second line of defense is with antiviral drugs. Four compounds were approved by the FDA for flu treatment. The first two, oseltamivir and zanamivir, are NA inhibitors, and the other two are amantadine and rimantadine, which inhibit the M2 proton channel. The topic of antiviral treatment has been a subject of recent reviews [5, 24] and is beyond the scope of this article.
IAV strains are constantly checked for their preference to a plethora of glycans in search of warning signs that a new threat is emerging. A considerable effort is also placed on explaining at the molecular level what changes in the HA receptor-binding site (RBS) are required for avian strains to gain a preference for human receptors. Despite the urgency, it is currently impossible to reliably predict the emergence of a new pandemic; new tools are needed for scientists and policymakers to evaluate the pandemic risk posed by zoonotic viruses [10] . Although various approaches based on machine learning have been proposed [25, 26] , currently, we must rely on experimental techniques. In this article, we provide an overview of mutations in HA that were confirmed to change the IAV host tropism and which influence on binding of human and avian receptor analogs was verified using X-ray crystallography. We also summarize which IAV strains have their HA structure available in Protein Data Bank (PDB), inform of recently added structures and discuss how the available structural knowledge meshes with the number of known HA and data from glycan microarray experiments.
General overview of HA structure
HA is a homotrimer, where each monomer comprised two subunits HA1 and HA2, a result of proteolytic cleavage of the HA0 precursor [27] (Figure 1 ). The main role of the HA1 subunit is to attach the IAV to the host cell by recognizing specific glycans, on which the IAV can enter the host cells by hitchhiking on the endocytosis process. The role of HA2 is to anchor HA to the viral membrane and second to facilitate membrane fusion of the virus with the endosomal lipid bilayer. Once the virus enters an endosome, the fusion peptide, located at the N-terminus of HA2, interacts with the target lipid bilayer. Next, as a consequence of lowering the pH value to 5 in the endosome, HA adopts a low pH conformation [28, 29] allowing the endosomal and viral membranes to merge. The fusion peptide itself adopts a helicalhairpin conformation if the peptide fragment comprised at least 23 residues or a boomerang-like conformation for shorter fragments. The 20 amino acid fragments (HAfp20) has fusogenic activity, albeit weaker when compared with the 23 amino acids fragment (HAfp23) [30] . The mechanistic explanation how the fusion occurs is still an ongoing research topic with factors like the exact orientation of the fusion peptide with respect to the endosome lipid bilayer and the degree of its penetration not completely resolved. Investigations on the truncated HAfp20 rather support an orientation nearly parallel to the surface of the lipid layer [30, 31] . However, it has been recently shown by means of molecular dynamics simulations and spectroscopic measurements that HAfp23 adopts an orientation perpendicular to the membrane plane with deeply inserted peptides [32] .
To date, 18 antigenic subtypes of HA were discovered: numbered 1-18. Based on phylogenetic analysis, these subtypes were divided into two groups (Figure 2 ). Group 1 encompasses H1, H2, H5, H6, H8, H9, H11, H12, H13, H16, H17 and H18 subtypes, while Group 2 contains H3, H4, H7, H10, H14 and H15 [33] . Subtypes 1-16 were identified in avian species, while H17 and H18 are exclusive to bats [2] . Some IAV strains can also infect other species, such as dogs, horses, swine and humans. Identification of bat-derived IAV can potentially modify our view on how IAV evolves and migrates between different geographical localizations; however, there is no evidence that the viral genomes identified in bats can be assembled into a real virus or is able to exchange genetic material with IAV from other subtypes. Furthermore, H17 and H18 lack the ability to bind glycans terminated with sialic acids; thus, it was recently postulated that H17 and H18 should be considered to be only HA-like proteins [34] .
RBSs for all 16 active HA subtypes are localized in the globular domain of the HA1 subunit. The RBS is relatively shallow and is built from a so-called 'floor', i.e. four amino acids that are conserved between all but the H17 and H18 subtypes: Y98, W153, H183 and Y195 (amino acid numbering in this work is from H3 unless otherwise stated). These amino acids are surrounded by four structural elements, namely, 130-loop, 150-loop, 190-helix and the 220-loop [7, 35] (see Figure 3A and B for details). Although all these elements are always present, their length and amino acid composition vary between strains and are often a key determinant of which type of receptors will be preferentially recognized.
Since the first crystal structure of HA of influenza virus A was solved in 1981 for HA from the A/Hong Kong/1968(H3N2) strain [36] , >350 unique entries are now available in the PDB. Among them, 307 structures have their HA1 and HA2 subdomains solved with the electron density available for most polypeptide chain. However, these structures represent only 73 strains, which is only a fraction of all the available HA sequences (summarized in Table 1 ). The H4, H8, H11 and H12 subtypes have no available three-dimensional (3D) structures in the PDB. The HA structures (even from different subtypes) are relatively similar, for example the root mean square deviation (RMSD) for HAs from H2 and H3, which belong to different phylogenetic groups, is only 2.4 Å . All the available HA structures were solved with X-ray diffraction, and overall they are of good quality. For >85% of the structures, the resolution is better than 3 Å and, for nearly 88.5% of them, the R-free value is <0.3.
In past 2 years, several new structures of HA were solved. Specifically, in 2017, the structure of HA from the H15 subtype was solved in complex with the avian receptor analog 3 0 SLN (NeuAca2-3Galb1-4GlcNAc) and in the apo form. In 2016, the structure of a potential drug arbitol in complex with HAs from the H7N9 and H3N2 viruses was proposed and compared with structures solved with another fusion inhibitor TBHQ. In that work, a pocket between the monomers of the HA trimer was described, which can be targeted by other small compounds to stabilize the HA2 in its normal pH conformation. Additionally, a complex of several HAs with an antibody capable of neutralizing diverse subtypes of IAV was solved. The structure of HA from the H10 subtype with a preference toward human-type receptors was proposed and compared with a structure from the wild-type H10. The role of the 150-loop in modifying preference for HAs belonging to the H7, H10 and H15 subtypes was highlighted. For easier access to PDB resources, several influenza-or HAspecific databases are available. Among them is the Influenza Research Database (IRD) [37] , which provides access to several tools allowing sequence and structural analysis of all proteins from IAV. 3DFlu [38] is a database that allows the user to search the PDB for HAs from specific strains or using parameters, such as localization, infected host or year of infection. It also offers interactive graphs for analysis of the relation between HAs, based on their sequence, structural or electrostatic potential. HASP (Hemagglutinin Structure Prediction Server) [39] is a collection of 3D models for all known HA protein sequences, built using Rosetta. It allows the user to compare and visualize associated models.
Role of sialylated glycans in IAV infection
Mammalian cells are covered by a glycocalyx, which comprises glycolipids, glycoproteins, glycophospholipid anchors and proteoglycans. There are several types of glycans, including Nglycans, O-glycans. Some of them are terminated with a galactose connected to sialic acids. The main sialic acid in humans is N-acetylneuraminic acid. These two components are often connected with either an a2,3 or a2,6 glycosidic bond ( Figure 4 ). In the 1990s, it was demonstrated that the human upper respiratory tract including the trachea appears to contain mainly a2,6 receptors [40] . Human bronchial and lung tissues have both a2,6-and a2,3-linked glycans, although the lungs of children showed more a2,3 terminated glycans [41] . Both the a2,3-and a2,6-terminated glycans are expressed in swine in the respiratory tract. Avian species have a2,3-and a2,6-linked glycans in both the respiratory and intestinal tract, although differences in the abundance of these receptors between different species and tissues were reported [42] . An important component of the respiratory system is also mucin, produced by the goblet cells.
Mucin is a conglomerate of glycoproteins, which have both a2,3-or a2,6-sialylated glycans [43] . It is interesting to note that although it is a well-established fact that the influenza virus recognizes the host cell by binding to sialylated glycans, IAV was also able to infect cells, which were treated with sialidase and therefore should have their sialic acid receptors removed [40, 44] . The main difference distinguishing IAV circulating in human and avian species is the preferential recognition of glycans terminated with the a2,6 linkage by the former and a2,3 linkage by the latter. Thus, the a2,6-terminated glycans are often called 'human receptors', while the 'avian receptors' name is restricted to receptors with the a2,3 linkage. IAV infecting swine can recognize both avian and human receptors. The binding of HA is still relatively weak with a K d depending on the ligand type and tested strains ranging from the millimolar (mM) to micromolar (lm) scale [45] . In this context, it is worth considering that the topology and density of the glycans on the membrane surface as well as the time of incubation are important factors for binding HA in a successful infection.
The ability to switch the preference from avian to human receptors is considered to be a key element necessary for a virus to cause human pandemics. This event allows the virus to replicate in upper respiratory tract, avoid ineffective binding to mucin and triggers host pathways, such as the stimulation of sneezing, leading to efficient viral transmission between humans [40] . Recent systematic analysis of glycan arrays [46] also points out that human-infecting strains can also bind Neu5Aca2-8Neu5Aca2-8Neu5Ac and Neu5Gca2-6Galb1-4GlcNAc substructures. Moreover, most IAVs can recognize Galb-and GlcNAcb-terminated glycans. These observations suggest that it might be the structural pattern of the polysaccharides instead of N-acetylneuraminic acid, which is recognized by influenza viruses of various host origins. It must be noted that other factors also influence the ability of IAV to cross an interspecies barrier, among them the interplay between HA and the other transmembrane protein NA. The NA role, although typically associated with the effective release of the nascent virus particles from the surface of the infected cell [47] , is in fact much broader. It additionally plays a role before the infection by trimming glycosylation of HA and allowing the virus to penetrate the mucin layer. Like HA, NA should gain the sialidase activity toward human receptors for effective transmission in humans. This fact was observed, for example, for the N2 subtype, which, gradually, between 1967 and 1972 acquired increased activity for the a2,6 glycosidic bond [48] . It is believed that the functional balance between HA and NA exists and is necessary for effective infection by IAV. For example, treating IAV with the NA inhibitor oseltamivir, resulted in escape mutants, among which some exhibit no change to the NA sequence, but rather to the HA protein, which showed a reduced affinity toward its receptor. Thus, the role of NA in the infection cycle was decreased [49] . More examples of such interplay were summarized in a recently published review article [50] .
The majority of the structures are co-crystallized with a ligand-usually an analog of either avian or human receptors or with antibodies targeting a given strain. The most popular ligands are the linear sialopentasaccharides LSTa (NeuAca2-3Galb1-3GlcNAcb1-3Galb1-4Glc) and LSTc (NeuAca2-6Galb1-4GlcNAcb1-3Galb1-4Glc), which are analogs of avian and human receptors, respectively. Both compounds are isolated from human milk. Other analogs include 3 0 SLNLN (NeuAca2- 3Galb1-4GlcNAcb1-3Galb1-4GlcNAc), 6 0 SLNLN (NeuAca2-6Galb1-4GlcNAcb1-3Galb1-4GlcNAc) or the shorter sialotrisaccharide 3 0 SLN and 6 0 SLN. These compounds are often used to assess how IAV recognizes the host cells; however, this approach has a potential drawback. As was mentioned already, the human respiratory tract is covered with a great number of diverse sialylated glycans. These glycans are usually longer and not always as linear as the typical ligands used in crystallography. The reasons for using the abovementioned compounds are their availability and quantity [51] ; however, this does not justify using them exclusively. We must also consider the limits of our knowledge about which sialic acid receptors are relevant for infection in vivo. Even more in complexes of HAs with these analogs, the electron density is often visible only for a limited number of saccharides or only for the N-acetylneuraminic acid itself. This is often explained by the weak binding of a particular ligand to HA from an analyzed strain. Usage of a different polysaccharide ligand might result in a clearer electron density for an entire molecule, which would provide invaluable structural knowledge. Additionally, the glycan microarray experiments indicate that HAs exhibit significant variability in binding different sialylated glycans. Thus, it might be a significant oversimplification to assume that, for example, all avian receptors bind exactly the same way as LSTa. This should prompt us to test compounds, which differ from those typically used to understand what structural difference might be responsible for these phenomena.
Adaptive mutations of IAV HA
Historically, at least two adaptive mutations in RBS were necessary to switch the preference from avian-to human-type receptors ( Figure 5 ): E190D and G225D for H1N1, and Q226L and G228S in the case of H2N2 and H3N2. However, those mutations are not universal, as will be explained in detail in the following paragraphs. Furthermore, it is unlikely that each HA subtype has only one set of mutations that will cause a switch in the host tropism from avian to human. The first subtype able to cross the interspecies barrier was H1N1, which was responsible for the 1918 'Spanish flu' pandemic [52] . Two mutations contributed to switching the host preference E190D, which was observed in all five HAs isolated from the 1918 pandemic, and G225D, observed in three cases. To analyze the impact of these mutation on the H1, the HA structures from two closely related strains were solved in 2004 [53] with analogs of human and avian receptors (LSTc and LSTa). The first strain, A/swine/Iowa/1930 (SW/30), has a preference for human-type receptors and was the first influenza virus isolated from mammals. Its RBS sequence was identical to two out of five HAs from the 1918 strain with G225 and D190. The second strain, A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (PR/34), could bind both avianand human-type receptors and is among the first human strains isolated in North America. Its RBS carries D225 and E190. The main differences between the H1 and other subtypes are the conformations of the 130-and 220-loops. As a consequence, one of the key amino acids in the RBS (Q226) adopts a 'lower conformation' than the corresponding L226 in the H3 subtype. Thus, the Gal-2 from the human receptor is tilted about 10 into the RBSs of the H1. For both LSTc and LSTa, the location of Gal-2 is around 1-2 Å closer (depending on the receptor type) to the 220-loop than in the other subtypes. The Gal-2 position of the avian receptor analog is stabilized by interacting with the side chain of K222 in both strains and, additionally, only for PR/34 by the nearby D225. Considering that both strains are able to bind human-type receptors, the role of G225D is probably restricted to enhancing the human-type receptor binding rather than enabling it in the first place [53] . As SW/30 exhibits only weak binding to the avian-type receptor, only the conformation of Sia-1 can be deduced from the electron density. On binding LSTa to HA from the PR/34 strain, the Q226 adopts an 'upper conformation', while for SW/30, no change in the Q226 conformation was observed on binding different ligands. This possible inability of Q226 in HA from SW/30 to adopt a higher position in the RBS seems to explain the failure of SW/30 HA to interact as effectively with the avian receptors. In the PR/34 complex with LSTa, E190 interacts through two water molecules with Q226. This network of hydrogen bonds may be necessary to position the Q226 in the binding site for interaction with the LSTa. In contrast, D190 of the SW/30 HA does not interact with either the 9 0 OH of Sia-1 or Q226 and is thus unable to facilitate binding of the avian receptor analog. Instead it might be possible that D190 interacts with the GlcNAc-3 of the human-type receptor. The H1N1 virus responsible for the 2009 pandemic (similar to H1N1 from 1918) has D190 and D225 [13] . Interestingly, the D225G substitution in the 2009 pandemic virus has a far more subtle effect on the receptor binding with respect to the HA of the 1918 influenza virus [54] . A possible explanation is the presence of E227 in the 2009 pandemic virus compared with A227 in the HA of the 1918 strain. E227 is part of a network of charged residues, including D225 and K222 that stabilizes the Gal-2. Thus, the absence of D225 may be compensated by the nearby E227 residue and may help maintain the overall conformation of the 220-loop and stabilize the interactions between K222 and human receptors. Although viruses carrying the H2 subtype disappeared from the human population in 1968, they continue to circulate in both avian and swine reservoirs. This highlights the need to understand the potential of these viruses to spread and cause disease in humans [55] . The H2 subtypes are phylogenetically more related to H1 than the H3 subtypes, which explains why the RMSD between HA monomers of H1 and H2 is 1.3 Å compared with 2.4 Å between HA monomers of H2 and H3, the third human pandemic strain. Yet despite the relatively low overall sequence similarity between H2 and H3, which is around 40%, the H2 subtype shares with H3 the same adaptive mutations Q226L and G228S [56] . The structure of the avian receptor (LSTa) bound to the RBS of the avian-infecting strain A/Chicken/New York/29878/91 (NY/91) is similar to that of other subtypes with the ligand in the trans conformation between Sia-1 and Gal-2. Q226 forms several hydrogen bonds with glycosidic oxygen between Sia-1 and Gal-2 and with Gal-2 4 0 OH group. The human receptor (LSTc) is in the cis conformation with two water mediating interactions between the protein and Gal-2, e.g. a single water molecule links Q226 and N186 with the 4 0 OH of Gal-2 and the 9 0 OH of Sia-1 and second water links K222 and 3'OH group of Gal-2. The conformation of the human receptor bound to the NY/91 is remarkably similar to that observed in the complex with the human receptors preferring HA (A/Singapore/1/1957 (S1/57)). However, the Q226L and G228S mutations enhance the binding of the human receptor to S1/57. In NY/97, Q226 coordinates a water molecule, which is close to the position occupied by Gal-2 in the human HA receptor complex. This suggests that HA of S1/57 benefits from acquiring leucine at position 226 because human receptors can then bind without the need to displace the water molecule. Furthermore L226 creates a hydrophobic environment, which would promote localization of the C6 atom from Gal-2 in its vicinity, which otherwise would be directed to the solvent or (like in NY/97) would face the hydrophilic side chain of Q226 [56] . In the complex of S1/57 with an avian receptor analog, only the Sia-1 position could be proposed, most likely because of the poor binding of this molecule as a consequence of the Q226L mutation. It is interesting to note that the complex of NY/91 HA with LSTc is well ordered, contrary to situation observed for the avian receptor preferring strains of H1 and H3 subtypes. It was suggested to be because of the presence of N186, whether serine and proline are observed in H3 and H1, respectively. As mentioned before, N186 interacts with Q226 and the 4 0 OH of Gal-2 through a water molecule; it is likely that the absence of this residue and the hydrogen-bonded network that involves Q226 contributes to the relatively poor binding of the human receptor analog by the avian H1 and H3 subtypes. However, N186 does not play any major role in stabilizing the human receptor for the H2 subtype, and this amino acid adopts the same orientation as in the unligated structure. The RBS of the S1/57 subtype is also slightly elongated with respect to the NY/97 subtype; a factor that contributes to a more favorable accommodation of the human-type receptors. Similar to the H2 subtype, Q226L and G228S allowed the HA from subtype 3 to switch its preference from avian to human receptors and to gain the ability of airborne transmission between humans. The structure of HA for the A/duck/Ukraine/1963 strain (UK/67), a possible progenitor of the pandemic virus, was solved in 2003 [57] with LSTa and LSTc and could be compared with the HA from the pandemic H3N2 strain A/Aichi/1968 (AI/68); the 3D structure was released in 1991 [58] . The RMSD difference between the HA monomers from these two strains is relatively small, a mere 0.5 Å . However, in the case of the UK/67, the binding site is slightly narrowed by a difference in the position of the main chain of the 220-loop, which is 0.5 Å closer to the 130-loop. As mentioned before, it is generally accepted that the wider RBS would promote human-type receptors because of the conformation it would adopt in the binding site. The conformation of the avian receptor analog with the avian H3 is remarkably similar to ones obtained in complexes with the avian influenza from the H2 and H5 subtypes. The ligand is in the trans conformation with the carboxyl group of the Sia-1, the glycosidic oxygen and the 4 0 OH atom of the Gal-2 pointing toward the Q226 side chain. As a consequence, the conformation of the GlcNAc-3 is also similar and points to the exit point from the RBS. The electron density for Gal-4 and GlcNAc-5 was incomplete or unobserved. The LSTc is bound to the avian H3 in the cis conformation with the C6 atom of Gal-2 located near polar Q226, which may account for the poor binding of the LSTc to avian HA. The human receptor analog (in complex with HA of the pandemic H3) adopts the same cis conformation, but the Gal-2 is located closer to the 220-loop compared with the complex with avian H3, which is most likely a consequence of the hydrophobic leucine at position 226. The electron density is visible for all the atoms of the human analog, which suggests sufficient binding of this ligand. It can be clearly seen that the ligand leaves the RBS next to the N-terminal part of the 190-helix. In recent years, a significant decrease in avidity of strains belonging to the H3N2 lineage can be observed. The changes in the RBS affect the ability to recognize both the avian-and human-type receptors [11] . The key mutations associated with this behavior are the E190D, followed by G225D and W222R, re- However, for the Fi/04, Gal-2 interacts with D225, which is stabilized by R222. To adopt this conformation, a rearrangement of the 220-loop with respect to the apo form is required; thus, it was concluded that the 220-loop of the 1968 HA is already positioned for receptor binding, while the need to rearrange the 220-loop decreases the ability to efficiently bind the human receptor in Fi/04. Further decrease in avidity was observed for strains isolated in 2005, which carried the D225N mutation. Although glutamine at position 225 can still form a hydrogen bond with R222, it does not interact with Gal-2 of the human receptor analog. Thus, it was concluded that there is insufficient binding energy to facilitate the conformational change in the 220-loop. For both cases, the sialic acid (Sia-1) followed by galactose (Gal-2) and N-ectylglucose (GlcNAc-3) of LSTc are shown. In both cases, the conformation of the a2,6 linkage between Sia-1 and Gal-2 is trans. The residues, which role is described in the text, are depicted.
Since the first records of zoonotic infection by IAV from the H5N1 lineage, the naturally circulating H5N1 viruses still have not gained the ability to effectively transmit between humans [59] . Furthermore, the adaptive mutation identified previously for the HAs in the H1, H2 and H3 subtypes resulted in either losing the ability to bind sialylated glycans by H5 or showed a small increase in the ability to bind human-type receptors [60, 61] . This, however, does not exclude the possibility that the H5N1 virus could gain a preference toward human receptors by means other than those observed for the H1, H2 and H3 subtypes. In 2012, several articles were published describing the introduction of specific mutations to H5 that could result in switching the HA preference to a2,6-linked glycans. Replacing the H3N2's HA with the mutated H5 resulted in a reassortant virus that was able to transmit between ferrets, which are used as a model to assess the ability of IAV to transmit via airborne transmission. Mutated H5s, however, bind about 5-fold weaker to human receptor, and about 10-fold weaker to avian receptors than the H3 from the 1968 pandemic, virus A/Aichi/2/1968 [62] . The proposed mutations were N158D, N244K, Q266L and T318I for the A/Vietnam/1194/2004 (Vt/1194) strain [63] ; H110Y, T160A, Q226L and G226S for A/Indonesia/5/2005 (Ind/05) [64] ; and Q196R, Q226L and G228S for A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (Vt/1203) [65] . The effect of the first two mutations with respect to the wildtype H5 was explained on a molecular level in several recently published articles [62, 66] .
The main difference between avian receptor preferring H5 (Vt/1194) and its transmissible mutants is the position of the Gal-2 of 6 0 SLN in the RBS. For the transmissible mutant, it closely resembles the conformation observed in the H1, H2 and H3 human pandemic strains, where the ligand adopts a cis conformation and exits the RBS close to the 190-helix. In a complex of 6 0 SLN with the wild-type H5, the ligand also adopts a cis conformation, but the Gal-2 is rotated 90 about C6-C5, causing the ligand to exit the RBS next to the 130-loop. This unique Gal-2 conformation allows the formation of the bond between Gal-2 3 0 OH and the main chain atom of amino acid 225, which is facilitated by the low position in the site adopted by Q226. The conformation of Q226 is stabilized by a hydrogen bond between its side chain and S137. Introducing Leu at position 226 obviously disrupts these interactions and, furthermore, widens the RBS by 1 Å . Owing to the Q226L mutation, the transmissible mutant binds the avian analog in a cis rather than a trans conformation, observed for the avian receptor preferring H5. As a consequence, the avian analog leaves the RBS closer to the 130-and 220-loops than in the wild-type H5 subtype. Three other mutations are observed in the transmissible mutant. N158D is responsible for losing the glycosylation site in the vicinity of the N-terminus of the 190-helix. The large carbohydrate chain attached to the N158 would most likely hinder the binding of the human receptor, which leaves the binding site next this location for a transmissible mutant. The side chain of the amino acid located at 224 is directed outside the RBS and does not interact directly with the human-or avian-type receptor. However, introduction of a positive charge by the N244K mutation might increase the nonspecific interactions between the virus and host cell. T318I also does not interact with the HA ligand, as it is located nearly 70 Å away from the RBS. The role of the T318I mutation is thus assumed to increase the thermostability of the protein.
In 2013, it was proposed that four key elements in the H5 RBS are required for H5 to effectively switch its preference. These include (1) modification of the 130-loop length, (2) mutation of at least one amino acid on the 130-or 220-loop, (3) at least one mutation on 190-helix and (4) a mutation of N158 [67] . In 2015, it was observed that the HA from the strain A/duck/ Egypt/10185SS/2010 already has two of the required characteristics [59] : deletion of the 133a amino acid and mutation of N158. By introducing the Q226L mutation, the strain effectively switched its binding preference to the human receptors. For the second tested strain, A/chicken/Vietnam/NCVD-093/2008 (chicken/08), four mutations were introduced: N224K, Q226L, N158D and the deletion of L133a. As a consequence of these changes, HA gained human-receptor preference, and its avidity was comparable with previous pandemic strains. Analyses of the human receptor analog (LSTc) in complex with these mutants exhibited a clear electron density for all the sugars. The ligands assume a typical cis conformation that is almost identical to one from the complex with the pandemic H2 virus. In the previously studied transmissible H5 subtype, the backbone oxygen of amino acid 133a was shown to be in close contact with the N-acetyl group of Sia-1 (at the distance of 3.1 Å ), which suggests close van der Waals (VDW) interactions. In both mutants, the single amino acid deletion causes the backbone to move away from Sia-1, which mimics the loop conformation from H2. Interestingly, insertion of the S133a to A/duck/Egypt/10185SS/ 2010 with the Q226L mutation or L133a to the chicken/08 virus almost completely abrogates the receptor binding to both the avian and human receptors.
In 2013, the first human infection with a virus carrying the H6 subtype was recorded in Taiwan [16] . The strains with this subtype have been present in poultry in Taiwan since the 70s, but it seems only recently that it gained the ability to infect humans. Phylogenetic analysis of the genes from this H6N1 human isolate suggests that an avian virus A/Chicken/Taiwan/ A2837/2013 (ckTW/13) was provided seven of eight genes of the A/Taiwan/2/2013 (TW2) virus, whereas the eighth segment, coding for PB2, probably originated from A/Chicken/Taiwan/0101/ 2012(H5N2) [68] . The receptor preference for the humaninfecting H6 virus is still under debate, with some research suggesting that only the glycans terminated with the a2,3 bond are recognized [68] , and others showing some preference toward the a2,6 ligands [51, 69] . Comparisons of a typical avian H6 A/ chicken/Guangdong/S1311/2010(H6N6) (GD/10) with the TW2 revealed several differences in the RBS alone, including S133R, S136T, S137N, I155V, P186L, V187D, E190V, A193N and G228S. Furthermore, like the H1 and H5 and contrary to H2 or H3, H6 has a bulge in the 130-loop with the main-chain carboxyl group of the amino acid at position 133 pointing into the RBS, According to the available crystallographic data, the key amino acids responsible for switching the preference to the human receptors are at positions 137, 190 and 228, which was suggested by comparing the structures of HA from TW2 and GD/10 [51] and residues 190, 228 and 186 according to a comparison of the TW2 HA crystal structure with that from ckTW/13 [69] . Thus, a new set of mutation was introduced allowing a switch in the preference of the HA protein, despite the lack of the Q226L signature mutation that is crucial for the H2, H3 and H5 subtypes.
The 3 0 SLNLN binds to both ckTW/13 and TW2 in a cis conformation with the key interactions formed with Q226, S228. For the ckTW/13 strain, an additional hydrogen bond is formed between N137 and Gal-2. It is worth mentioning that the amino acids from the 130-loop, in all but one case of a transmissible H5 mutant, do not interact directly with the Gal-2 but rather with Sia-1. In a complex of TW2 with the avian receptor analog, Gal-2 did not form a hydrogen bond with N137, most likely because of the introduction of leucine at position 186 instead of proline, which is observed in ckTW/13. The leucine is responsible for a more hydrophobic environment for the GlcNAc-3 and affects the overall conformation of the ligand through VDW interactions. Thus, the ligand moves away from the N137, which might account for the weaker binding of the avian receptor to the TW2 strain. Interestingly, for another avian H6 (GD/10), the N137 is replaced with serine, and S228 is substituted with glycine; thus, these amino acids do not provide the polar contacts in the complex of GD/10 HA with the avian receptor analog. The authors of a second work [51] , however, observed the hydrogen bond involving N137 between the avian receptor analog and TW2. For the GD/10, the side-chain carboxyl group of E190 forms a strong hydrogen bond with the 9 0 OH of Sia-1 from LSTa. This, together with the presence of Q226 is responsible for LSTa moving deeper into the RBS. For LSTa in complex with the TW2, the comparatively larger N137 at the front of the RBS and the hydrophobic V190 and S228 at the back of the RBS (compared with S137, E190, and G228 in GD/10) are believed to be responsible for the higher-sitting position of LSTa in the complex with the human H6. This results in weaker binding of LSTa to this strain. The discrepancy in both works involving the HA of TW2 strain might be attributed to using different analogs of avian receptors-3 0 SLNLN and LSTa. This highlights the need for using different sialylated glycans to provide a reliable answer on how HAs interact with the avian and human receptors in vivo. The LSTc in complex with the TW2 strain adopts a cis conformation and is similar to that observed for H2, H3 and the transmissible H5, despite the presence of Q226 instead of the typically observed L226. It seems that the combination of N137, V190 and S228 results in a similarly positioned Sia-1 moiety for LSTc, thus likely alleviating the unfavorable interaction between Q226 and the C6 atom of Gal-2. 6'SLNLN binds to both GD/10 and TW2 in an atypical trans conformation, although for the former, Gal-2 is rotated about 60 degrees around the C5-C6 bond. Since 2013, several hundred zoonotic infections with the H7N9 strains were reported, albeit with a lower mortality rate than infections associated with the H5N1 viruses. The humaninfecting H7N9 virus contains HA and NA viral RNA segments of duck origin with the remaining segments from the H9N2 chicken-infecting virus [70] . Understanding the mechanism to switch preference for this virus is particularly important, considering some strains of this subtype already acquired the Q226L mutation. Recent works suggest that the H7N9 virus, since 2013, is capable of at least limited droplet transmission in ferret models [71, 72] , with inefficient transmission in more stringent tests. In 2013, the crystal structures of several H7N9 strains with human and avian receptor analogs (3 0 SLNLN and 6 0 SLNLN) were solved to better understand the underlying mechanism behind the switch in receptor preference [73, 74] . Analysis of the A/Shanghai/1/2013 strain (SH-1), which has the avian-signature residue Q226, reveals that this strain has a preference toward avian receptors. The strain A/Anhui/1/2013 (AH-1) exhibits a dual binding property, and its HA carries L226. In work by Shi et al. [74] , the structures of SH-1 were proposed and compared with that from AH-1. Their RBS differs by only four residues: S138A, G186V, T221P and Q226L. Interestingly, the Q226L mutation appeared not to be a sole determinant for the host tropism for the H7 subtype, as the L226Q mutant could still bind to human receptor analogs, although with reduced affinity. Thus, three other mutations must also play an important role in the transition from avian to human preference. The Gal-2 and GlcNAc-3 of the avian receptor analogs in complex with the AH-1 form extensive interactions with the 220-loop, which was not observed for other HA-avian receptor complexes. For example, the backbone oxygen from G225 interacts with Gal-2, while the side chain of Q222 forms hydrogen bonds with the GlcNAc-3. The ligand is in a cis conformation, which is typical for complexes of avian receptors with human-infecting strains. The conformation of the avian receptor analog in complex with SH-1 closely resembles one from the complex with AH-1. For the human receptor analog, the ligand is in a cis conformation with L226, providing a hydrophobic base for the Gal-2 C6 atom. In complex with SH-1, only the electron density for Sia-1 was visible, a clear indication of poor binding of the 6 0 SLNLN. As the L266Q mutant of AH-1 could still bind the human receptors, three closely located residues (A138, V186 and P221) were able to create a hydrophobic region in the RBS, apparently alleviating the influence of Q226. For SH-1, four hydrophilic residues (S138, G186, T221 and Q226) are expected to create an unfavorable environment for the nonpolar portion of the human receptor analog, preventing binding to this HA. For AH-1, the distances between the 130-loop and the 220-loop of the RBS are larger by around 1.5 Å when compared with SH-1, which also indicates an adaptation for human receptors. Despite the fact that the A/Shanghai/2/2013 (SH-2) strain also bears the Q226L mutation with hydrophobic amino acids at positions 138, 186 and 221, it exhibits only limited binding to human receptors, which is abolished after mutating L226Q [73] . Interestingly, the crystal structure of the human receptor analog in the complex with SH-2 bears some resemblance to the conformation of this ligand with the pandemic H2. According to the authors of [75] , insertion in the 150-loop with respect to H2 might be responsible for only limited binding of the human receptors. The longer 150-loop reduced the space available for the human receptors and influenced the interaction near the Gal-4 and Glc-5 with the nearby 190-helix. Thus, similar to deletion of the 133a amino acid in the H5 subtype, deletion in the 150-loop might be necessary for more effective binding of the human receptors by H7. As H7 is also less thermostable, a mutation of similar effect to T318I, which was observed in H5, would be required for effective transmissibility between humans. Concluding, additional mutations are still needed for the H7 subtype virus to achieve a heightened specificity for human receptors, and the current pandemic potential of the H7 virus remains questionable [70] .
Several studies showed that most of the recently isolated H9N2 IAVs in China have acquired the mammalian type amino acid at position 226 [76, 77] . To date, two mutations, Q226L and I155T in the HA have been linked to the determination of receptor specificity of this subtype, with a lesser role associated with the amino acids at positions 183, 190 and 228 [77] . The strain bearing the mutations T189A in HA1 and G192R in HA2, together with the already present L226, E190, A189 and H183 residues, was able to transfer via aerosol droplet transmission in ferrets. Additional mutations in NA, PB2 and M1 proteins were also identified for this strain; however, only mutations of the surface proteins were essential. This strain, however, has not been identified in nature [78] . Additional analysis showed that viruses carrying V190 are more efficiently replicated in mice, despite the fact that Val at position 190 in the HA did not affect the H9N2 virus receptor binding specificity [79] . How these mutations affect the binding of human-and avian-type analogs is still unknown, as no structures for these mutants have been proposed.
Despite the evidence of zoonotic infections with H10N8 strains, it was recently shown that human-isolated H10N8 HA retains a strong preference for avian receptor analogs [80] . Introduction of a typical set of mutations that enabled adaption of receptor specificity for the human pandemic viral subtype failed to switch receptor preference. For example, the Q226L and G228S combination only resulted in an inability of the H10 to recognize both the human and avian receptor analogs. In recent work [7] , an H10 mutant with preference shifted to humantype receptors was identified. The importance of the 150-loop was highlighted, where its length is one of the main features distinguishing the H10, H7 and H15 phylogenetic group from other HA subtypes. The loop is two amino acids longer (K158a and G158b in case of A/Jiangxi/IPB13a/2013) with respect to H3 and is located near the exit point for the human receptor observed in other HA. This insertion might hamper the binding of human type receptor to the H7, H10 and H15 subtypes, as was already suggested for the H7N9 A/Shanghai/2/2013 strain. Although substitution of K158a to a smaller residue (A or G) is insufficient to allow binding of the human receptors, further modifications (Q226L and G228S) resulted in significantly increased avidity to the human-type receptors with a simultaneously reduced binding to the avian-type receptors. Introduction of an addition D193T mutation resulted in a further increase in binding to human-type receptors. This mutant was also confirmed to bind to human trachea tissue.
The crystal structure of the mutated H10 and wild type (wt) H10 (A/Jiangxi/IPB13a/2013) with human receptor analogs (6 0 SLNLN and 6 0 SLN, respectively) reveals that in both cases, the ligands are in a cis conformation, although the Q226L and G228S mutations resulted in the Sia-1 being placed around 1 Å closer to the 130-loop. The second difference is the orientation of the GlcNAc-3 sugar which, in the mutated protein, points toward the 190-helix; a behavior observed for complexes of 6 0 SLNLN with human pandemic strains. For wt H10, the human ligand leaves the RBS closer to the 130-loop. Thus, the mutations in the 220-loop create more favorable binding interactions with the hydrophobic face of the human receptor and simultaneous deletion in the 150-loop allow the human receptor analog to leave RBS next to the 190-helix. In contrast to the trans conformation in the complex with the wt H10, the 3 0 SLN binds to the mutated H10 in a cis conformation. In complex with the mutated H10 the avian receptor analog leaves RBS closer to 220-loop when compared with wt H10, and its Sia-1 does not make hydrophobic interactions with amino acids from the 220-loop because of Q226L and G228S, resulting in weaker binding of 3 0 SLN. The extension in the 150-loop characteristic of H10 HAs seems to have no effect on avian receptors binding. In 2017, a structure of the H15 subtype HA was proposed for the first time [81] . Presently, no zoonotic infections with viruses carrying this HA subtype have been reported, most likely because the virus is circulating primarily among shorebirds in Australia (a rather limited distribution). The crystal structure of the HA from the A/shearwater/WA/2576/1979 strain closely resembles that of the H7 subtype, as expected from the phylogenetic analysis of HAs. The RMSD between the H7 and H15 monomers is around 1.1 Å . A superposition of the H15 and H7 HA-trimers indicates that the head domain of the H15 is wider, adopting a more open conformation, which might promote binding of human receptors. The H15N7 virus retains a strong preference for avian receptors with the typical avian-infecting amino acids at key positions: E190, G225, Q226 and G228. Similar to H7 and H10 subtypes, an insertion in the 150-loop is present, which might hamper the binding of the human-type receptors. The unique feature of this subtype is the large insertion in the 260-loop, which is, however, outside the RBS; thus, it is unlikely that it would affect the binding of sialylated glycans. The authors obtained the structure of H15 with 3 0 SLN, an analog of the avian receptors. The 3 0 SLN is in a trans conformation and creates typical contacts that are observed in other subtypes with the key role of Q226. Unfortunately, the structure of the protein with the human receptor analog was not reported. The adaptive mutations characteristic of other subtypes did not allow a switch of preference to the human-type receptors; E190D and G225D resulted in no activity toward avian receptors, while the Q226L and G228S mutants retain the ability to bind avian receptors, and gained weak binding towards the long, branched, human receptor analogs. How these mutations affect the conformation of 3 0 SLN has not been determined.
Summary
In this work, provided a brief summary of our current knowledge on the adaptive mutations that allow IAV to switch its HA preference from avian receptors to human. IAV is unique among other influenza viruses (type B or C) as it circulates primarily outside human populations. Thus, specific mutations in a given HA strain's RBS are believed to be one of the perquisites for a strain to gain the ability to transmit between humans. The RBSs for all HA are strikingly similar with all key structural elements present in all HA subtypes. These elements are the helix 190, loop-130, loop-150 and loop-220. Remarkably, even the length of these elements is nearly identical between subtypes. Some notable exceptions are two additional residues in the 150-loop for the H7, H10 and H15 subtypes, or a variable length of 130-loop.These relatively small changes often have a profound impact on the receptor specificity of a given subtype. For example, to switch the preference of the HA from A/Jiangxi/ IPB13a/2013 (H10N8) strain, K158a (located at the 150-loop) had to be mutated to alanine or glycine.
The amino acid composition of the RBS varies significantly between subtypes with only four residues Y98, W153, H183 and Y195 conserved between all the subtypes. These residues form the 'floor' of the RBS and interact directly with the Sia-1 of the bound glycans. The other residues are not universally conserved, but rather characteristic of the specific strain. For example, most avian-infecting strains carry Q226, which provides a favorable environment for ligands with the a2,3 bond and Sia-1 and Gal-2 connected in trans. Then, both oxygens from the carboxyl group (on Sia-1) and the oxygen from the glyosidic bond can interact with the hydrophilic side chain of Q226. On the other hand L226 introduces a hydrophobic side chain, which disfavors these interactions and promotes ligands with the a2,6 bond, which can interact with residue L226 via the C6 atom of Gal-2. Q226 is sometimes observed in strains with the human receptor preferring HA; however, the hydrophobic effect of the leucine residue can be emulated by residues at 138, 186 and 221 as in the case of some H7 strains. This is only one of many examples of correlated mutations required for HA to achieve different receptor preference.
The HA protein can also be found in other influenza viruses (like type B or C). Contrary to the situation observed for IAV, influenza B virus (IBV) strains are not assigned into subtypes based on the properties of the HA and NA proteins but rather into one of the two major linages circulating in the human population-B/ Victoria or B/Yamagata [82] . IBV can cause seasonal epidemics, but unlike IAV, humans are its main reservoir. Thus, no adaptive mutations are expected to occur, as no interspecies barrier needs to be crossed. Possibly because of that fact, the typical mutations in HA from IBV of both linages are usually observed outside the RBS, near the potential antigenic sites [83] . When compared with IAV, the naturally occurring IBV showed a lower binding affinity for synthetic glycans and natural receptors on the cell surface. The IBV binding affinity for human receptors can be restored to IAV-levels with a single mutation F95Y (B/Hong Kong/8/73 numbering); however, its implication to the pathogenicity and evolution of IBV are still unresolved [84] .
For the influenza C virus (ICV), there is no 'typical' HA protein. Instead, one external protein, called HEF, combines in a single protein both the roles of HA and NA. Furthermore, HEF recognizes compounds terminated with N-acetyl-9-O-acetylneuraminic acid instead of N-acetylneuraminic acid like HA of IAV and IBV. The connection type between the terminal and penultimate saccharides is also not a factor during ICV infection. ICV circulates predominantly among humans, a characteristic it shares with IBV; however, contrary to IBV, it causes only mild symptoms. Recently, a HEF protein from ICV was the subject of a comprehensive review [85] .
Key Points
• HA is a transmembrane protein, which allows the IAV to attach to the host cell by recognizing specific glycans.
• The main difference distinguishing IAV circulating in human and avian species is the preferential recognition of glycan terminated with the a2,6 linkage by the former and a2,3 linkage by the latter.
• Modifications in the HA RBS can lead to switch in preference to specific glycan, and this may lead to a pandemic if the HA of avian-infecting virus switch its preference to human receptors.
• E190D and G225D mutations for HA from Subtype 1 and Q226L and G228S mutations for HAs from Subtypes 2 and 3 changed the preference from human-to aviantype receptors.
• Several different sets of mutations were described for other subtypes, which highlights the threat to human populations posed by IAV currently circulating among avian reservoirs.
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